Concurrent use of continuous and pulsatile flow Ventricular Assist Device on a fontan patient: A simulation study.
The aim of this work is to develop and test a lumped parameter model of the cardiovascular system to simulate the concurrent use of pulsatile (PVAD) and continuous flow (CVAD) ventricular assist device (VAD) on Fontan patients. Echocardiographic and hemodynamic data of five Fontan patients were retrospectively collected and used to simulate the patients' baseline hemodynamics. Then, for each patient, the following assistance modality was simulated for the cavopulmonary and the single ventricle (SV): (a) CVAD for cavopulmonary assistance (RCF) and PVAD assisting the SV (LCF) (RPF + LCF), (b) CVAD assisting SV and PVAD for cavopulmonary assistance (LPF + RCF). The numerical model can well reproduce patients' baseline. The cardiac output increases more importantly in the LCF + RPF configuration (35 vs. 8%). Ventricular volume decreases more evidently in the configuration LCF + RPF (28 vs. 6%), atrial pressure decreases in the LCF + RPF modality (10%), while it slightly increases in the RCF + LPF modality. The pulmonary arterial pressure slightly decreases (increases) in the configuration RCF + LPF (LCF + RPF). Ventricular external work increases in both configurations because of the total increment of the cardiac output. However, artero-ventricular coupling improves in both configurations: RCF + LPF-14%, LCF + RPF-41%. The pulsatility index decreases (increases) by 8% (13.8%) in the configuration LCF + RPF (RCF + LPF). A model could permit us to simulate extreme physiological conditions of the implantation of both CF and PF VAD on the Fontan patient and could permit to choose the proper VAD on the base of patients' condition. The configuration LCF + RPF seems to maximize the hemodynamic benefits.